WRITTEN TESTIMONY ON MASK MANDATES:

What we have witnessed these past 2 years within our public schools has been shameful to say the least. Shame on us for causing our children so much unnecessary suffering. In the end, we have caused excessive harm to young lives for a disease that is so incredibly minor compared to any plague of the past. I find it truly horrifying that not one person within the educational community in CT is well-read when it comes to history & seems to have no idea of the magnitude of diseases in the past. At this point, who can fathom the willingness of “adults”, who are responsible for the care of children, to be almost intent on causing them harm for no good reason. It is beyond sickening.

Masks are not natural. Masks are not normal. They instill fear in people which is why tyrannical governments use them to control people. All mask mandates need to end. It’s a crime that they were ever allowed to be allowed in the 1st place. Most especially they need to end for children.

Just because you can’t “see” the harm being done does not mean that it’s not happening.

Thank you.

Brenda Peter
Preston, CT